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System Reset: Using CAL Switch 
 

1. Make sure that the scale is plugged into a proper outlet and that the Power Switch is OFF. 

2. Locate the CAL Switch which is under the platter on the front left side of the scale. 

You may need to remove the CAL Plate to expose the CAL Switch. 

3. Press and hold down the CAL Switch as you place the Power Switch in the ON position. 

4. Once the displays read    , release the CAL Switch. 

5. Make sure that there is nothing on the platter and then press 1 , 3 . 

6. Now press  7   7   5   5  9  and then press PRINT . 

7. Press  1 , wait two seconds, and then press ESC , 4 , 2 . 

8. Using the Numeric Keys, enter the label format number of the labels installed in the scale. 
(For other labels not shown here, please see manual.) 

CL-8000 = 30 
   

 

CL-8010 = 33 
   

 

CL-8020 = 42 
 
 

 

CL-8030 = 36 
 

 
 

CL-8040 = 39 
 
 

 

 

9. Press  PRINT  then  ESC   ESC . 

10. In Step 11 the scale will feed and print several labels.  You must remove these quickly as they come out but do 
NOT yank them out; always remove the printed labels by pulling towards you (the front of the scale) and not to 
the side. Make sure that the labels and cartridge are loaded correctly. 

11. Press  3   (If no labels came out you may need to press 3  again.) 

12. Check the values on the LCD Display: the Peel value should be 100 and the Gap value between 60 and 110.* 

A. If the Gap or Peel values are not within range, press SAVE  and go back to Step 10. 

B. If the Gap value is OK, go to Step 13. 

(*Note:  You may need to repeat Steps 10 thru 12 more than once.) 

13. Press  4  and the scale will count down and go to zero. 

14. Once the scale gets to zero press  FEED  and print out some labels.  If you do not get the results you desire, 
you may need to have the scale serviced. 

 
 


